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Into Mischief

BAY COLT
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By INTO MISCHIEF (2005). Black-type winner of $597,080, CashCall Futurity [G1] (HOL, $403,000), etc. Sire of 5 crops of racing age, 318 foals, 145 starters, 13 black-type winners, 92 winners of 272 races and earning $13,260,164, including champion Miss Mischief ($522,980, Bessarabian S. [G2] (WO, $120,000(CAN)), etc.), and of Goldencents (7 wins, $3,044,000, Breeders' Cup Dirt Mile [G1] (SA, $550,000) twice, etc.), Vicar's in Trouble ($1,228,292, Louisiana Derby [G2] (FG, $600,000), etc.), Vyjack [G2].

1st dam
ADVANCE PARTY, by Empire Maker. Unraced. Sister to ACOMA. Dam of 1 registered foal, above.

2nd dam
AURORA, by Danzig. 7 wins at 3 and 4, $285,236, Aqueduct Budweiser Breeders' Cup H. [L] (AQU, $93,870), 2nd Beaugay H. [G3], etc. Sister to YAMANIN PARADISE (Total: $1,457,353, champion 2-year-old filly in Japan), half-sister to DESTINY DANCE [G3], ALYSSUM [L]. Dam of--


ARCH (c. by Kris S.). 5 wins in 7 starts at 2 and 3, $480,969, Super Derby [G1] (KEE, $300,000), etc. 1/3/16 mi. in 1:53 4/5. Sire.

ALISIOS (c. by Kris S.). 7 wins in 14 starts at 3 and 4, $265,432, Woodchopper H. [L] (FG, $60,000), New Colony S. (HAW, $28,950). Sire.


Antics. Unraced. Dam of 7 foals, 5 to race, all winners, including--

ALBIANO (f. by Harlan’s Holiday). 4 wins at 3, placed at 4, 2016 ¥186,916,000, in Japan, Mainichi Broadcast Swan S. [G2], Flower Cup [G3], 2nd NHK Mile Cup [G1], 3rd Takamatsunomiya Kinen [G1]. (Total: $1,567,617).


Asian Empress. Unraced. Dam of 2 foals, 1 to race--

TEA TIME (f. by Pulpit). 5 wins, $279,966, Jostle S. [L] (PRX, $43,700), etc.

Engagements: Breeders' Cup.

Foaled in Kentucky. (KTDF).